Enantioselective interactions at the solid-liquid interface of an HPLC column under working conditions.
A technique is presented which allows studying the enantioselective interactions occurring at the solid-liquid interface of a chiral stationary phase (CSP) and a racemate relevant to high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). A conventional chiral column (Chiralpak AS) was mounted on an attenuated total reflection-infrared (ATR-IR) cell mimicking an HPLC setup equipped with an ATR-IR detector. Racemic pantolactone (PL) was used as the selectand. This setup in combination with modulation excitation spectroscopy (MES) allows for the identification of inter- and intramolecular hydrogen bonds being crucial for enantioseparation under HPLC operation conditions. The method is based on a two step strategy. In a first step, the enantiomers are separated by the chiral column similar to a standard HPLC experiment and upon adsorption on the identical CSP deposited on the internal reflection element (IRE), they are detected by ATR-IR spectroscopy. This experiment provides a retention time for each enantiomer. From the difference in retention, a suitable frequency is calculated which is used in a second experiment where the racemate concentration is varied alternately (modulation) in a way that the pulses of ( R)-PL and ( S)-PL exhibit a phase lag of 90 degrees after elution through the column. This procedure allows one to gain separate information of the enantioselective selectand-CSP interaction after performing a demodulation similar to a phase sensitive detection (PSD). A further benefit of this method is the strong enhancement of the signal-to-noise ratio. The effectiveness of the method is demonstrated by investigating the observed faster decrease in retention time of the later-eluted ( R)-PL, as compared to ( S)-PL, when separating at higher temperatures (from 12 to 36 degrees C). The origin is attributed to a weakening of a specific hydrogen bond between the C=O of ( R)-PL and the N-H of the CSP.